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Bay Farm Happenings
See what has been happening here on campus.

Curriculum Corner 
Read about each level’s curriculum - What students have 
been working on and what is to come in the upcoming 
months.  

Specialist Spotlight
News from Artland, Agriculture, the SHOP, Library, 
and Spanish. 

Community
The latest in Bay Farm community updates and  
engagement efforts.
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headline

L et ter from the Head of S cho ol

When I look to the future, I can think of no place where I put greater 
hope than our school. The pandemic has required that we all give more 
than we thought we had. It has revealed that values are more important 
than anything in guiding our actions in the face of uncertainty. Bay 
Farm keeps putting one foot in front of the other, stepping towards a 
brighter future for our students, families, staff, and school. Most people 
are having trouble even remembering what normal was like so many 
months ago. At Bay Farm, we are taking this year as an opportunity to 
reflect and innovate new ways to support our Montessori mission.

Healthy communities have open, honest conversations about their 
challenges. They work together to harness their strengths to provide 
a helpful hand to those in need or spearhead new initiatives tied to 
community improvement. Amid all the 2020 uncertainty, our Board 
of Executives is helping to lead a clear path to understand who we are 
as a Montessori school community through open conversations. Bay 
Farm Community Conversations is a monthly collaboration between 
the Board, parents, and teachers to dig into the beliefs that guide our 
actions.

It is true, running a classroom, running a school in the face of this 
global pandemic, takes a lot of strength, courage, and energy. Some days 
it seems like COVID-19 is the only topic of conversations, but as you 
will see in the following pages, our people still find ways to match the 
everyday learning in our Montessori school with our mission, our joy, 
and our strong desire for peace.

Take a look through this edition of The Bay Farm Beat, and you will 
see curriculum summaries from each level. The teachers work hard to 
advance a curriculum that represents multiple perspectives, celebrates 
others’ accomplishments, and encourages a deep understanding of 
how things are connected.

- Conrad Wildsmith | Head of School

“When this  ends,  we’ll 
smile sweetly,  finally 
seeing.  In testing times,  we 
became the best of things.”

-Amanda G orman
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Re-opening for the 2020-2021 school year was no easy feat, but we were determined to create a 
way for our students to return to campus in a safe and meaningful way. The health and safety of 
everyone in our community has been our top priority as we host students and staff on campus. 
Our re-opening plan was shaped by expert guidance, including research on both learning and 
health and a growing consensus among peer schools. To be successful in our efforts to remain on 
campus, all Bay Farm Montessori community members — students, families, and staff — have 
joined together, making a social commitment designed to keep our campus healthy, and we want 
to say “Thank You” for doing your part. 

L o o k i n g  A h e a d . . .

Details and registration information on Bay Farm Summer 2021 will be 
released this March. Bay Farm is proud to offer Bay Farm Summer for chil-
dren ages 18 months - 14 years in Montessori inspired programming. Bay 

Farm Summer is open to our students as well as the local community. 

When information is available, we will be updating Summer.BayFarm.Info 
for families to learn more and to register.  

Ju n e  1 4 - Au g u s t  1 3
• Fever (100.4° Fahrenheit or higher), chills, or shaking     
  chills
• Cough (not due to other known cause, such as chronic     
  cough)
• Difficulty breathing or shortness of breath
• New loss of taste or smell
• Sore throat
• Headache (when combined with other symptoms)
• Muscle aches or body aches
• Nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea
• Fatigue (when combined with other symptoms)
• Nasal congestion or runny nose (not due to other known  
  causes, such as allergies) when in combination with other  
  symptoms
• In the past 14 days has anyone in the household had   
   close exposure to someone known to be infected with  
  COVID-19 or anyone with unexplained respiratory  
  illness?

COVID-19 WELLNESS CHECK:

We are asking all of our Bay Farm community members to commit to preserving the health and 
safety of our staff and students and to ensure that our actions as a school do not contribute to the 
spread of illness. Thank you for your honesty. 

While we had to suspend Enrichment activities and on-campus events this year due to COVID-19, we 
are excited for the day they return. Bay Farm is committed to offering Enrichment programs that give 
our students the opportunity to participate in educational and recreational activities beyond the regu-
lar classroom. We look forward to the day where Cross Country Meets, basketball games, theatre pro-
ductions, robotics competitions, cooking lessons, dance lessons, and more return to life at Bay Farm. 
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An Autumn Outdoors
This fall, we were able to take advantage of our beautiful 9-acre campus to allow for outdoor class-
rooms. To help mitigate the spread of COVID-19, we knew that the best case scenario was to have 
children learning outside, providing ample space for physical distancing. A such, we started the year 
using 10’ x 20’ tents for our Specialist classes, ELI, ELII, and Middle School group lessons. As a Mon-
tessori school, we have always recognized the value of spending time outdoors related to learning and 
child development. 

We want to thank our teachers, families, and students for their flexibility during this time.

“The child has a different relation to his en-
vironment from ours... the child absorbs it. 
The things he sees are not just remembered; 
they form part of his soul. He incarnates in 
himself all in the world about him that his 
eyes see and his ears hear.” 
 - Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind

BAY FARM 
SCIENCE FAIR 

Virtual Science Fair
A big “Thank You” goes out to Bay Farm parent, 
Jessica Laaper for allowing us to share this year’s 
Science Fair with our families in a new format. 
Jessica utilized Matterport technology and was 
able to scan our Elementary I, Elementary II, 
and Middle School classrooms to provide us 

with a Virtual Tour and video experience, enabling us to view each student’s Science Fair project 
and video presentation. Tune in at bit.ly/bayfarmsciencefair20.

Discover topics such as: 
What happens to the animals when vernal pools dry up? 
How to spiders weave their webs? 
Are axolotls fish? 
How do I make sound? 
How does a Zoe-trope work? 
Can solar ovens cook food? 
Is there a way to charge your phone in an earth-friendly way? 
How does water effect packing peanuts? 
What liquids are better or worse for your teeth? 
What makes animals cute? 
Do animals like music? 
How do birds fly? 
Which vegetables can be used as dyes? 
What is a circuit? 
How does salt change water?  .... and much, much more. 
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MIDDLE SCHOOL RE-IMAGINED

This November,  the construction of our new Bay Farm Middle School building was completed. This facility 
will be home to unique learning environments for the entire school body. Over the last decade, the Bay Farm 
Middle School has provided 7th and 8th-grade students with an innovative, academically rigorous program 
and experiential learning. The new facility supports the next evolution of the Bay Farm Middle School pro-
gram, which has expanded its curriculum and learning environment to align with today’s adolescents’ needs.

Designed and constructed by Joseph B. Lanza Design + Building, the original structure has been updated 
to fit the Middle School program’s goals while paying homage to regional architecture. The interior design 
comprises an orderly, composed environment complete with light-filled spaces and a connection to nature. 
The new facility incorporates two large classrooms and four distinct environments for unlimited exploration 
of various disciplines, from audio/video editing to woodworking and engineering. In the center of the build-
ing is an innovative, modern learning lab called “The Shop,” a flexible space complete with the latest digital 
technology and an assortment of manual tools. As students gain understanding in their daily learning, they 
are able to generate ideas, choose the appropriate technology or tools, and apply skills to common problems, 
gaining an appreciation of how their knowledge can make a significant impact on the world.  

Our hope is that this new facility will not only be an asset to our current students but that the entire South 
Shore community and its families will also benefit. Tutoring sessions, Science Fair help, parent education, 
and hands-on workshops and classes are some of the events and offerings that we are hoping to offer students 
and parents from all across the South Shore.

“Everyone is going to benefit from this project. The South Shore community will have access to the Middle 
School after or before school hours and during the summer. Our goal is to make it a space where people can 
come and innovate. We want to build on the future of Bay Farm. We have been around for about 50 years 
now, and this newly renovated facility is going to be a space that helps us stay true to our mission while pre-
paring students in our community with necessary 21st-century skills.” - Conrad Wildsmith, Head of School.

To request a tour of our new facility, please email communication@bfarm.org.  
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Piping Plover: Michele McKale and Ana Zhurbey
Tern: Bridget Martin and Shannon Paull
Snowy Owl: Mary Sullivan and Kate Bray
Classroom Focus: routines, practical life, sensorial, language, math, art, and science

Our little ones have settled into their classrooms and have been busy making new friends or reconnecting 
with old friends!  As we embarked on a wonderful school year, we prepared to take on the curriculum of 
the Toddler House. This includes topics such as routines, practical life, sensorial, language, math, art, and 
science. 

We have been practicing cleaning up our work area, participating in circle time, helping with snack time 
(sitting at the table, wiping up spills), hand washing, and working on our social skills such as taking turns 
and using our words.  A big part of the Toddler House curriculum focuses on practical life. These activi-
ties develop a sense of order, concentration, coordination, and independence. Activities such as pouring, 
scooping, cleaning spills, care of self and environment, grace and courtesy, and movement are all things 
we encourage our toddlers to take part in.  This is a pivotal age where children will try to imitate what 
their parents are doing. Cycles of activities help them coordinate their movements and brings a special 
coordination of movement. For example, a child may climb into an armchair, climb down and immedi-
ately climb back up again. This movement aides the child by preparing them indirectly for later actions, 
deepens their concentration, and develops constancy and patience.  

Our Language shelves offer many choices for each developmental stage of our students.  In September 
the focus is likely to be apples, fall leaves, and familiar objects from home, such as, pets or other domes-
tic items.  October will likely offer more fall ideas, such as pumpkins, colorful leaves, and maybe some 
friendly Halloween based language items such as cute black cats or jack-o-lanterns.  In November we C
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may offer language cards or matching items that depict warm family gatherings or perhaps vehicles that 
are depict travel such as planes or trains.  December is likely to depict various holiday celebrations from 
around the world.

Our sensorial shelves hold many opportunities to explore with the senses.  We offer color matching, vari-
ous textures, many different types of shapes, and we offer opportunities to explore different tastes, smells, 
and temperatures such as cold ice vs. warm water, or warm, homemade playdough.  

Our math and science shelves hold a variety of counting activities (counting objects, number recogni-
tion), seasonal objects to explore, and many cause and effect activities with which to experiment.

The second half of the year will be buzzing with activity in the Toddler House. The children will know 
and follow our daily routine with minimal reminders, enabling us to focus more on lessons in the class-
room and less on the reminding and reassuring the children about what is happening each day. In “Mon-
tessori Speak” this is called normalization, where the daily routine and rhythms of the classroom are 
just a normal part of their day.  As the children become comfortable with us and each other, the social 
interaction in the classroom increases and the teachers are able to really focus on each individual child’s 
strengths, and those things in which they may need some extra support and providing an enriched and 
varied environment that supports each child in their particular stage of development.  It is truly a magical 
time in the Toddler House.
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CHILDREN’S HOUSE
Osprey: Chrissy Brodeur, Debora McLaughlin, Taylor Hurley
Kingfisher: Julie Hurley, Kathy Caswell, Miriam Valenzuela 
Sandpiper: Lori Churchill, Glowyn Waterhouse, Kate Drapeau
Heron: Norma Anthony, Ann Prince, Chloe Chartier 

The Children’s House has been buzzing with energy since the start of this new school year. We start-
ed the year reading about peace, kindness, and re-establishing ground rules for our classrooms. The 
children continue to expand their friendships and explore classroom areas. An important aspect in a 
Montessori classroom is normalization when the children understand the ground rules, are repeatedly 
able to experience periods of concentration, eagerly seek independent work, and make constructive 
work choices. The peaceful tone and love of silence reflect this concentration.

Each Children’s House classroom has 5 distinct areas; Practical Life, Sensorial, Language, Math, and 
Cultural/Science. How each child explores these areas varies by age and developmental readiness. 
For instance, our Practical Life area is a popular area for our youngest students. They enjoy pouring, 
scooping, tweezing, sorting and  lacing. While they are acquiring “practical life” skills they are also 
learning how to begin the process of a work cycle.  They will choose a material, and then carry that 
tray to an available table.  Each student receives a lesson on how to use the work properly, as well as 
how to clean up any spills that may occur. They will then need to use the work and in the process clean 
up any spills that may occur. Once finished they are expected to clean up the work and put it back on 
the shelf where they found it.  Quite a lot for a three year -old! By practicing this process repeatedly 
they begin to gain confidence in their abilities within the classroom environment.  This leads to more 
independent learning and self-directed education; one of our main goals in the Montessori classroom. 

Our second-year students will use the Practical Life area to perfect those skills not yet mastered.  They 
have worked with this material before and feel comfortable in its use.  It can be a place to unwind after 
working on a more difficult work in another part of the classroom.  Through continued use in the 
Practical Life area, they will learn coordination, independence, concentration, and a sense of order.  
All of these skills are essential for twenty-first century learning. 

Our Kindergarten students enjoy the Practical Life area. They tend to use this area for building social 
skills. The water pouring works may turn into having “tea” and the other work in this area can produce 
conversations between the children where they are able to reflect on real-life experiences in the home.

Switching gears to language, the Montessori Language area is developed with the following stages of 
language acquisition in mind:

• Step 1: Spoken Language: create an internal dictionary and practice using the words in it

• Step 2: Phonemic Awareness: learn the sounds within words and the sounds/symbols of our  
alphabet

• Step 3: Creating Words (Writing): learn to put those sounds/symbols together to make words

• Step 4: Reading: Learn to decode those sounds/symbols to decipher words
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language development. The teachers at Bay Farm observe each child’s individual abilities and work with 
them at their own pace.

Some of the materials we use to help your child develop these skills include: Three part matching cards 
– to develop vocabulary, Sandpaper Letters – to develop phonemic awareness, and Moveable Alphabet 
– for creative writing and also used for decoding and deciphering words.

Our Metal Inset work is great for assisting the children with control of the pencil. This is a work the 
children will do repeatedly throughout their years in the Children’s House. They start with just learn-
ing how to hold the pencil while tracing the shape of the inset. As they become more experienced they 
will begin to draw lines in the shapes, color in the shapes, and write the names of the shapes to make a 
booklet.

In our next issue of the Bay Farm Beat, we will be covering Montessori Math and Sensorial Materials 
and how your child is utilizing the materials in each of these areas. We want to thank you for being 
diligent with keeping your children home when they are not feeling well. This year we take every cough 
or sniffle seriously. We are trying to be proactive in keeping our children safe and healthy. Thank you 
for sharing your children with us. We look forward to a wonderful 2021.
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KINDERGARTEN
This year, our Kindergarten students are remaining in their Children’s House classrooms for the entire-
ty of the school day so that they may continue to benefit from their multi-aged classroom. This gives 
them the opportunity to receive an enhanced integrated Kindergarten curriculum from their class-
room teachers throughout the day. By making this change, we feel our students are receiving an expe-
rience that offers them the best of all worlds. The kindergarten children were excited to begin the year 
and take on their new role as classroom leaders.   

We started the year learning about ourselves and our family. We introduced basic geographical loca-
tions: home, street, town, and state. and the children enjoyed studying interesting facts about Mas-
sachusetts such as the state tree, bird, flower, and flag. We tasted apples, cranberries, and blueberries 
during our study of the New England states and their native harvests. Our study concluded with a com-
plete map of New England and some interesting facts about the states. We also began reading the Mag-
ic Tree House series and followed Jack and Annie on adventures through time and around the world.

In November, the children learned about the culture of Native Americans and the colonial era of the 
1600s with crafts and activities. To recount the story of the first Thanksgiving, we made Thanksgiving 
bracelets where each bead on the bracelet represented a different aspect of the Thanksgiving story. 

The month of December brought us to our “travels” around the world. The kindergartners learned 
about the cultures, flags, people, and climate of various countries around the world. At each stop, the 
kindergartners made a unique souvenir and stored them in their suitcase until the end of our study.  
They also recorded their travels in their very own passport.

In January, we have studied science by completing our science fair project as a group within the class-
room.  The kindergartners will present their project to the rest of the students in the class.   Then  we 
will start our study of the human body.  In groups, the kindergartners will color, cut and assemble a 
body puzzle and then label parts of the body.  Next we will study the brain and the five senses. 

 

ELEMENTARY I

Patuxet: Mark Benoit and Jessica Conroy
Mattakeesett: Katie Byrne and Lilly Slaytor

It sure has been a year of challenges and excitement. We continue to work diligently keeping our classrooms 
as safe as possible. During this last quarter of 2020 we have taken many opportunities to explore the Bay Farm 
environment and surrounding area.  Our study of botany fit perfectly with our need to be outdoors.  Students 
were able to learn many skills in the classroom, after which they were able to bring this knowledge with them 
to experience and explore it further.

A few topics that we have covered were the parts of plants and trees, parts of flowers, and life cycles of plants. 
Hopefully, the Elementary I students came away with a renewed appreciation for plants and spending time 
closer to nature.

As always, our mornings have been filled with learning classroom routines, reading, writing, math, and a va-
riety of other subjects.  The students are reaping the benefits of being together again, witnessed by the smiles, 
jokes, stories, and enthusiasm.

We continue to practice staying and keeping clean and safe with mask wearing, hand, and furniture washing. 
We are constantly amazed by how resilient and adaptive the students are. They have taken to our new, en-
hanced routines quickly, and without complaint.  Maintaining distance from each other is more difficult, we 
all do our best, reminding everyone that we all want to keep coming to school to be together.

The remainder of the school year will be broken into two sections. From January to March we will be concen-
trating on History (Early Settlements) and then March through June we will focus on Space.  There will also 
be projects assigned for the students to complete at home.  If you need help, or support, please let us know, we 
are happy to help.

It has been a privilege for students and teachers alike to have spent these past months together in the class-
room.  We are so thankful to be part of this wonderful Elementary I community and appreciate all of your 
hard work to help us stay here.
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ELEMENTARY II
ELII: Brianna Batchelor and Nancy Kennedy

As we started this school year, we knew it was going to look different from years past. With the ad-
dition of new policies due to COVID, the welcoming of new students, and the transition of teachers, 
ELII  has done an amazing job at adapting to the new (temporary) norm. This group of students has 
proven to be an eager and confident bunch. They have upheld a strong sense of community while han-
dling all that has been thrown at them this year. I am so proud to be able to teach these growing, great 
members of the Bay Farm community. It has been a busy few months in our curricular studies. From 
math and science to language arts and cultural studies - our ELII students have covered a broad range 
of subjects, topics, and projects. 
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Math: We started the year with a check-in of 
individual math skills to establish any material 
that may have needed to be reviewed.  

• multi-digit addition, subtraction, and mul-
tiplication 

• divisibility rules and how to identify if a 
number is divisible by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 
10. 

• place value, fractions and operations with 
fractions. 

• fractions with decimals as well as opera-
tions with decimals. 

• metric conversions, graphing on a coordi-
nate plane, and understanding integers. 

• interpreting graphs to collect data and the 
beginning stages of pre-algebra. We are 

• identifying expressions and equations and 
starting to work with variables. Moving 
forward we will transition to 

• geometry, working on calculating the 
area, perimeter, and volume of 2D and 3D 
shapes. We will also start a new chapter on 

• probability and understanding inde-
pendent versus dependent variables. We 
expect to highlight more 

• word problems and apply the math content 
we are learning to real-life. 

Science: Our Science Unit this year focused 
on Physical Science, so we have been studying 
physics and chemistry. To start the year, all 
students reviewed the differences between ob-
servations, inferences, and opinions. Our first 
lab was done by having students guess what 
personal items belonged to who and why using 
observations and inferences. 

• scientific method & science fair projects 

• types of energy

• mechanical, electrical, light, thermal, 
sound energy

• Newton’s Three Laws of Motion 

• convection, conduction, radiation 

• parts of an atom, periodic table, elements 

• hands-on labs: egg drop, catapults, mea-
suring potential and kinetic energy, creat-
ing chemical reactions 

This class is full of energy and creativity and I have so enjoyed learning more about our friends in the 
Elementary II classroom. We look forward to learning and growing more as a class and have many exciting 
things in store for the second half of the year. We are excited to spend more time with these students and 
experience the rest of the year together. 

Language Arts: The students started the 
year with a grammar and reading packet that 
helped gauge where they were at with their 
grammar and reading skills. Students read 
their first lit circle books; The Tiger Rising, The 
First Rule of Punk, and Amal Unbound. 

• comprehension, vocabulary, group discus-
sions, themes 

• American History

• grammar lessons, verbs, prepositions, in-
terjections, punctuation

• Writers’ Workshop - practicing how to im-
prove writing and Independent Learning 
Projects

• Long Narrative Writing 

Cultural: This year the two continents we will 
be focusing on in Cultural are North America 
and Asia. Here is what we have covered during 
the first half of the year:

• US Government

• Pilgrims, Native Americans, Thanksgiving 

• Early Peoples - Maya, Aztec, Anasazi

• Early Americans: How they survived in 
different regions of North America, and 
how they made an impact on culture and 
technology. 
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MIDDLE SCHO OL
Middle School: Kelley Kasak-Collins and Jenny Sabados

The Middle School students have settled into their new space beautifully and are thrilled to have been 
tasked with the honor and responsibility of being the inaugural class of the re-envisioned Middle 
School. 

Traditionally, this would have been the Middle Schoolers’ sailing year at Duxbury Bay Maritime 
School, but as COVID had its grip on just about everything in 2020, their DBMS experience was al-
tered a bit. The students were fortunate to participate in a smorgasbord of activities ranging from fish-
ing to exploring sand flats to kayaking and even included a bit of oystering!  They had a blast, but now 
that the maritime activities have come to a close, the students will begin to transition their energies 
elsewhere. One of the first things they will do is to begin to refocus on their micro-economy endeav-
ors. The goal is for the students to develop a business plan from start to finish and to implement the 
plan in the community. They’d like to raise funds to help pay for their Middle School trip (virus per-
mitting) at the end of the year. The students also have their sights set on participating in community 
service more regularly. Each student is also responsible for creating a blog post at some point this year. 
So far, we’ve enjoyed learning about skateboarding, the power of positive thinking, the Persian Empire, 
crafty Christmas ideas, and caring for rabbits and guinea pigs!  More information will be blogged your 
way in 2021!  We ended the year with a celebration of friendship.  Secret Snowflake fun has become an 
annual tradition and this year was no exception.

Math lessons are given in small groups according to individual readiness. Throughout the fall, students 
have worked on everything from finding percentages, unit rates, solving algebraic expressions, propor-
tionality, finding solutions to inequalities, and factoring monomials. Two concepts that the entire class 
has studied this fall have been using data to create various types of graphs and using the concept of 
scaling in real-life situations. The students used their knowledge of force, energy, trajectory, mass, etc. 
to create a launch to project a pumpkin across the soccer field. They calculated the distances launched 
and collected and presented the data in a variety of formats. Mikey’s pumpkin went the greatest dis-
tance flying about 50 feet! Students also used their knowledge of scaling to create a floor plan of the 
new Middle School building.

In Science, students opened the year with discussions around the history of numbers and the discov-
ery of the atom from Democritus to Dalton and forward, walking through the timeline of influential 
philosophers and scientists that shaped the mathematics and sciences we know today. Students execut-
ed experiments demonstrating the differences between their own observations, opinions, and infer-
ences and brushed up their skills using the Scientific Method.

This was all in preparation for the completely immersive work they did on their STEAM Fair projects 
for the second half of the fall. Students each chose a problem with which they personally identified and 
felt passionate about solving. From there, they began their design thinking process in defining their 
problem and empathizing with the audience they were seeking to help. Through much research both 
in text and field interviews, these middle schoolers found the path to their solution and built physical 
prototypes to test and draw their conclusions.  If you are interested in seeing their impressive ideas, 
email communication@bfarm.org.

We wrapped up 2020 with an introduction to Kinematics. Students began studying the language of 
motion comparing Scalar and Vector units of measure learning to calculate distance, displacement, 

speed, velocity, and acceleration.

Cultural studies this year focus on U.S. history and the U.S. government. The fall centered around the current 
election process and the philosophical foundations that informed the Founding Fathers during the creation of 
our government. Primary documents were explored and analyzed to give the students insight into why concepts 
such as separation of power and checks and balances were built into this system. Models for the Constitution 
such as the Magna Carta were discussed to help the students understand early attempts at democracy. The stu-
dents also studied the Bill of Rights and branches of government. They created and shared small group slideshow 
presentations to explain the three branches of government and the President’s Cabinet to their classmates.  The 
students will continue to use the We the People textbook to explore civics and the History Alive materials to un-
derstand the history of this country.  

The students are reading The Girl Who Drank the Moon for their literature circle books. They each have the 
opportunity to lead lively weekly discussions and are getting really good at drawing each other into a meaning-
ful analysis of the text. As with math, students learn grammar according to individual readiness. Aside from 
the grammar that is covered in their reading and writing lessons, they continue to receive direct instruction on 
grammatical concepts. Right now, students are covering everything from dependent and independent clauses; 
simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex sentences; too restrictive and nonrestrictive appositives 
and parenthetical expressions. Writers Workshop is focusing on both developing topic sentences into beautiful 
paragraphs and creating effective arguments.

The students are becoming effective at managing their time throughout the work cycle and manage to accom-
plish more each day than they ever thought possible. Thank you for supporting your students with their respon-
sibilities at home! 
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Artl and
Julie Hawkins

We have had a fabulous year of Art so far and have not missed a 
beat. Whether we were under a tent in the nice weather or inside, 
Artland Art is always rocking.

Children’s House students started the year with a variety of projects 
learning about shapes, colors, festive art for all holiday celebrations, 
and using many exciting art materials. We will be starting 2021 off 
jumping into a winter wonderland as they embrace this season. 
Snowflake art and winter scenes will adorn the rooms, as well as a 
visit to the arctic regions and sculpting adorable penguins. In Feb-
ruary, we will integrate classroom studies of Asia. In March, we will 
learn about dinosaurs and volcanoes, working in clay and creating 
colorful eruptions..

Elementary I students started the year off by integrating their classroom studies on plants into a variety of art 
projects. We went on several walking field trips to explore and draw the beautiful surroundings in our area and 
filled drawing books with gorgeous images. Students also created giving trees, leaf mobiles, and festive wreaths. 
The new year will bring in clay projects integrating classroom studies of Native Americans and their inspiring 
sculptures. It is an exciting time of learning clay techniques, self-expression and creating fabulous pottery and 
sculptures.

Elementary II students have had an exciting fall curriculum integrating classroom studies, as well as exploring 
art and artists from our two continents we are studying this year. Asian inspired projects found students paint-
ing Chinese lanterns, designing mehndi copper hands, learning about felting, and creating adorable animals 
using wool from our own alpacas, and creating celebratory art for the holidays. This winter, students will con-

Artl and 
The Shop
Agriculture

tinue to integrate their studies in Asia and learn about artists, culture, and eventually integrate innovative 
clay projects.

Middle School students integrated classroom studies this fall in a variety of ways. Students designed pop 
art self-portraits, which went into their time capsules. These works of art will again be revealed in spring. 
We integrated Spanish writings about Frida Kahlo by designing original linoleum carved and printed 
images. Students studied the technique of scratch art and designed gorgeous images of our adorable Bay 
Farm animals. We incorporated math and art by designing vibrant floor cloths using the grid method. 
This winter, students will explore additional ways that design, illusion, and balance play a role in art. We 
will design optical art, kinetic art, Calder-inspired mobiles, and eventually work using clay after this series 
of design projects.

L ibrary
Spanish
Music
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Jenny Sabados | “Jenny from the SHOP”

2020 has come to an end, bringing us many dips in the road, but the fun being had in the Shop here 
at Bay Farm is one of the few bright highlights that have kept me smiling. 

All upper classes on campus kicked off the year with an intro to Tools 101. These young minds can do 
more than they thought using a hammer and even a power drill.  They learned about “righty tighty, 
lefty loosey” using screwdrivers, wrenches, and pliers. After students got busy with their hands, they 
jogged their brains with an introduction to Design Thinking, which is the core thinking the Shop 
curriculum is built around. Students learn the Design Thinking steps they should take in their cre-
ative process: Empathize, Define the Problem, Ideate, Prototype, Test, Re-Test, so that they can apply 
this thinking to their approach to any problem they encounter with confidence.  From there, the 
Shop took off!

Elementary I students are simply a delight with which to work. They were super busy this fall in 
Shop! Students built a shadow puppet stage and learned to bend light while their puppets danced 
across the stage. They learned about how a virus invades your body through the membrane of an in-
dividual cell through the use of a soap screen and a pipe to represent the viral protein pathway. They 
wiggled with a wiggle bot and created their own circuits lighting up the room with LEDs.  The build-
ing has been exciting! Students have built their own bridges testing their knowledge of compression 
and suspension. They built towers out of paper and catapults out of spoons and even tested a wind 
vortex right in the classroom. Their final project of the year is an exploration of Potential vs Kinet-
ic energy and the effects of Gravity, lift and drag with a team build of their very own Rollercoaster.  
These little engineers are loving learning what they can do with the most basic of materials.  I can not 
wait to see their finished product!

Elementary II students are the daring entrepreneurs on campus, always seeking out opportunities to 
bring their learning to life in the real world. “What if we did this? What if we could build that?” They 
are always bringing it to the next level in their thinking and ideating. They tested their engineering 
skills with a “will it hold” bridge build and surprised themselves with the outcomes. They turned mo-

the SHOP

tors with their circuits and learned all about the parts of mechanics in the Maker-Breaker lab taking apart 
house-hold electronics. Their catapults went the furthest and their balloon cars went the fastest!  They 
too are ending the semester with a roller coaster build and they have already passed the requirements and 
kept ongoing. Keep up the good creative work guys. You’ve got places to go!

Middle School got to work from the start using the Design Thinking Method to seek out a problem on 
our very campus to solve.  “How are we going to make Halloween fun for Bay Farm students during 
COVID?”  Well, they did it!  In teams, they constructed haunted house models and wrote stories to 
incorporate their builds. Each team then performed their project in costume and character for the other 
students to view.  It was a big idea with lots of hard work involved, but they did it and proud does not 
begin to describe their feelings about their results. From there they jumped right into STEAM Fair mak-
ing dissolvable plastic bags and biodegradable beeswax wraps, talking with an astronaut to research how 
to build a machine to rid our atmosphere of space junk, working with solar-powered cars and backpacks, 
and even designing apps to connect and balance the mind of other students during stressful times.  These 
Middle schoolers are the shining examples of the future citizens we all want to be.
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Annabel Chase | Director of Agriculture

It was with great excitement to introduce agriculture to all levels this year as a special. One might 
think Agriculture Class was limited to farmyards and BFMA’s resident animals, but agriculture 
offers children a deeper understanding of their natural world. Not only by learning where their 
food comes from but also the importance of the sustainable practices needed to protect and en-
sure a healthy viable environment for generations to come. 

The Children’s House program was introduced to agriculture by incorporating stories and 
hands-on manipulatives to support their class curriculum during that particular month. Wheth-
er exploring the life cycle of a seed or learning up close about animals and their care, children 
experienced this through the natural resources provided. To actually open an apple from our fruit 
trees to explain the seed to tree to food concept gave a true three-dimensional understanding. The 
New Year will see Children’s House students exploring native animals and their habitats, learning 
about farming across the globe and observing the incubation of chicken eggs. 

In Elementary I, the students took advantage of the school gardens early in the year, which sup-
ported and enriched their class curriculum study of plants. With an introduction to seeds, soil, 
and pollination the children got a close look at the botanical life cycle first hand. With varying 
experiments and projects students learned the meaning of soil health, erosion, composting, seed 
germination and harvesting, active pollination, and food preservation. They were also given the 
opportunity to explore animal husbandry and participated in animal care from cleaning out pens 
to collecting eggs. As we look to the New Year, ELI will have the opportunity to explore native an-
imals and their habitats along with native vegetation, weather and its impact on food production, 
and how early civilization went from hunter/gatherer to agrarian. 

In Elementary II, students began a more in-depth look at the importance of agriculture and land 
preservation. Early on in the year, the focus was on soil health and management and what reper-
cussions society’s footprint has on it. There were hands-on experiments directed at soil erosion, 

soil composition, and soil development. This was then followed by a unit on composting, both small scale 
and large scale, and the purpose of both. Following the concept of healthy soil equals healthy planet, stu-
dents explored some aspects of crop farming and plant propagation. They had the opportunity to harvest 
and participate in seed saving; removing seeds from seed heads, packaging, and labeling for future plant-
ing. During November and December, students conceptualized and created a three-dimensional farming 
map of the Pilgrims and Wamponaugs, they learned the difference between a commodity vs. product by 
churning their own butter and investigated water filtration. In the New Year, students will be introduced to 
hydroponics, global food production, and animal welfare. 

The Middle School students started the year with an introduction to early civilization and the difference 
between hunter/gatherer and agrarian peoples. They were introduced to early farming methods and the 
history of livestock domestication and the importance it played on the development of modern society. 
They explored agriculture’s economic impact and how it affects the student as an individual. Within this 
unit, they were given the opportunity to develop a “food map” to understand this further. We conclud-
ed this unit with the students churning their own butter to better explain the steps a commodity takes to 
become a product. Students also studied soil management with an emphasis on erosion and what tech-
niques lessen the effects of it. They teamed up to develop dioramas of soil samples and the effects water 
erosion can have on it and what ideas could limit it. During our third unit of study, the students took a 
closer look at water management, including large-scale irrigation, purification by constructing their own 
filtering system and measuring water impurities. Middle School also received the opportunity to partake 
in a hands-on tutorial of animal husbandry and restraint. At the beginning of November students teamed 
up to participate in developing their own mini-documentary of small-scale farming, but due to a delay, we 
will be wrapping that project up after Winter break with a viewing of their hard work! In the New Year, the 
middle school can look forward to an introduction to future farming methods including but not limited 
to hydroponics and indoor containment farming. We will also explore GMOs and extract plant DNA to 
understand the reasoning behind crop manipulation.
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L ibrary
Kristen Boonisar | Library 

If you are looking for worthy children’s book recommendations, NPR has compiled an excellent catalog 
of children’s literature. The Bay Farm Library is fortunate to have many of the books recommended on 
NPR’s List of 100 Favorite Books for Young Readers.  This list was reviewed by “authors, librarians, pub-
lishers and all around book nerds.”  Visit bit.ly/bayfarmlibraryNPR to view the list and see top sugges-
tions by category below. 

Picture Perfect Baby’s Bookshelf 

Conversations Starters Family Life

Animal Friends

Folktales & Fairy Tales
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Spanish
Carla Deresendes-Castro | Spanish Teacher

The Spanish program at Bay Farm Montessori has been designed to make learning Spanish fun and en-
gaging while embracing the differences of each Spanish language culture.

In Children’s House, our littlest Spanish students are working very hard this year. We have been reviewing 
colors, numbers, and parts of the body using songs, dances, and fun activities in the classroom. 

Since the start of the school year in Elementary I, students have been culturally immersed in Chile and 
Mexico. Both countries have amazing flora and fauna, interesting food, and beautiful customs. We then 
have been focusing on building vocabulary to lay a strong foundation of the language. Numerous activ-
ities and projects on colors, numbers, days of the week, and seasons of the year have been part of their 
learning process. For the next couple of months we are going to virtually travel to Argentina and Peru to 
keep our cultural exchange, where we are going to stop in their beautiful flora and fauna, and their lovely 
landscapes, and food.

Elementary II is an energetic group so we decided to start the school year off outside incorporating run-
ning and exercise with multiple Spanish games. The students have been learning about colors, numbers, 
days of the week, seasons of the year through art projects, games, and puzzles. Mexico was part of our 
cultural exchange with “dia de Los Muertos”. 

Moving forward, we will be virtually traveling to Peru and Bolivia to enjoy their exquisite culture. We are 
going to keep working on building an extensive vocabulary to lay a strong foundation for the language. 
Future projects will be focused on the months of the year, classroom, and people descriptions. 

Middle Schoolers have had a great start to the school year. During the first few weeks of school, we incor-
porated multiple games to review past lessons. As a cultural exchange, they have studied Chile in-depth, 
focusing on the similarities and differences with the United States. This knowledge has been expressed in 
different art projects. Students also had the opportunity to enjoy some Chilean pastries. Each month they 
have worked on the fundamentals of the Spanish language including vocabulary, basic grammar, and pro-
nunciation. This prepares them to reach our goal of being able to sustain a basic conversation at the end of 
the school year. For the upcoming months, we will focus on creating basic dialogues to start our conversa-
tions during our classes.

Fun to Read Out Loud 

Nonfiction Early Chapter Books Older Readers
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Advancement & Engagement

To bridge the gap between our tuition revenue and the true cost of a Bay Farm education, the fundraising pro-
gram at Bay Farm is no different than any other not-for-profit educational institution. To give the school financial 
security and stability, we seek gifts and grants from individuals, corporations, and foundations. These generously 
donated funds provide the necessary support for educational programming, financial aid grants, the school’s 
operational budget, as well as for maintenance and improvement of our campus and facilities. 

The Bay Farm Fund is an opportunity to show support for Bay Farm’s mission and helps guarantee a bright future 
for the school and all of our students. A donation to the Bay Farm Fund supports our programs, retention of our 
skilled, motivated, and caring faculty, care for our campus and facilities - in short, every element of our school.

We want to say “Thank You” to everyone who has contributed to the Bay Farm Fund so far this year. These gifts 
have helped us in redoubling our COVID-19 response efforts and in providing our students with the Bay Farm 
Experience.  This Spring, we aim to host a Virtual Bay Farm Auction that will include a week long period of silent 
bidding as well as a live, virtual auction experience to bid on larger items. We look forward to continuing our 
tradition of hosting our auction,   even with a new format this year. If you are interested in getting involved with 
our auction this year, we encourage you to reach out to communication@bfarm.org. Thank you for your support. 

Your Support Matters
Visit Give.BayFarm.Info 

to contribute today.
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We are excited to have Bay Farm Montessori Academy part of the “You Are Here” Special Digital Exhibition from 
The Duxbury Rural & Historical Society. “You are Here” is a multi-site and online exhibition, bringing DRHS 
collections and Duxbury’s history out of the museums and archives, and into the community. 

Bay Farm Montessori Academy is located on the historic Bay Farm Dairy. They Bay Farm Dairy was located 
on land owned by the Loring family since 1702, located on the Duxbury/Kingston town line. Harrison Loring 
(1822-1907), a prominent shipbuilder in South Boston during the Civil War, was the first to operate a dairy here. 
His sons, Atherton and Harrison, Jr., incorporated the Bay Farm Company in 1904. In addition to cows, it also 
raised horses, hogs and chickens. The farm consisted of two main buildings, the dairy, which could accommodate 
75 cows, a stable and several outbuildings. The business was sold to White Brothers in the 1930s and continued 
to operate as a dairy for a time.

In 1949, a portion of the Bay Farm became the home of the Duxbury Playhouse, a popular summer stock theater, 
and later, The Plymouth Rock Center for Music and Drama. Today, although much of the original Loring land 
has been divided, just over 80 acres, in both Duxbury and Kingston, are conservation land.

Celebrating our History

Learn more about this exhibition and the work of The Duxbury Rural & Historical Society
 at DuxburyHistory.org. 



STAY 
C ONNECTED

@bayfarmma
/bayfarmmontessoriacademy
/bayfarmmontessori

J O Y  •  P U R P O S E  •  C O M PA S S I O N

Have news to share in the Bay Farm beat?
Have news you’d like to share with the Bay Farm community, hosting an event, or have an 

announcement? Send in your news! 
Bay Farm Beat submissions can be sent to Alyssa Good at alyssag@bfarm.org.


